Monarch Steel Framing

100%

Designed to stand the test of time

accurate,
complete
& on time

What is Monarch Steel Framing?

Warranty

Made of high tensile steel from BlueScope Steel, Monarch Steel Framing is engineered
to accommodate the unique aspects of the Monarch Building System including roof frame
point loads and bracing requirements. Monarch Steel Framing is pre-punched to provide
hold down locations, service holes and bolt attachments and is provided as a complete
set of ready to install, pre-assembled frames and trusses. It comes with all necessary
components, down to the last nut and bolt, allowing quick and easy installation. The 78mm
wall frames also have a flush internal surface as a base for quality plasterboard finishes.

Monarch Steel Framing
for walls is made from
TRUECORE®steel which
comes with a 50 year
warranty from BlueScope
Steel.*
All Monarch Steel
Framing is guaranteed
free of defects from faulty
manufacture for a period
of 10 years.**

Safety mesh
Provides safety for roofers
and maintains integrity
of insulation

Commercial grade
steel framing
Truss spacing up to 2.4m
with large truss spans

Ceiling joist system
Superior bracing and
minimal deflection

TRUECORE®
Steel Wall Frame

*Further information available at www.bluescopesteel.com.au
**Subject to the Product Warranty (Monarch Manufactured Building
System). Conditions available at www.monarchbuilding.com.au

Tough,
durable
and high
quality

Advantages of
Monarch Steel Framing
Monarch Steel Framing is the result of more than 30 years of ongoing research,
development and testing. The combination of proven materials, comprehensive
engineering design and customised yet automated manufacturing delivers
benefits well beyond those associated with traditional site construction methods.

100% accurate, complete and on time
Manufacturing technology controls quality
and ensures our steel framing is millimetre
accurate so your house frames fit together
first time, every time. Our systems,
processes and our people ensure your
Monarch Steel Framing arrives onsite with
all the components to complete assembly
efficiently and productively. We schedule
design, manufacturing and logistics to deliver
to your build schedule and your deadlines.
Tough, durable and high quality
Monarch Steel Framing complies with all
relevant aspects of the Building Code of
Australia and has a very high standard of
durability:
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Wind loadings/ bracings:
non Cyclonic Categories N2, N3
and Cyclonic Categories C1, C2.
Strength, uniformity and longevity:
the material strength provides strong and
higher resistance in extreme conditions. It
won’t warp, sag, shrink, twist or rot – ever!
Termite proof: steel provides total peace
of mind in knowing that the core structure
of your buildings cannot be eaten away
by termites.
Truss spacing up to 2400mm: provide
ample space for the installation of air
conditioning duct work.
Strong and rigid truss and joist
systems: allow larger open living areas
and means minimal deflection which
commonly causes cracking in cornices.

■■

■■

No additional bracing required: all
bracing is built into the frame so there is
no need for any packing out of the frame
as is required with conventional framing.
Peace of mind: steel provides no
ongoing fuel in the event of fire.

Less impact on the environment
Efficient factory processes minimise
waste. Furthermore, not only can steel be
recycled but TRUECORE®steel is made
with an element of recycled steel.
Making building easier
Monarch Steel Framing is manufactured
in accordance with pre-determined
engineering parameters to ensure
structural compliance, performance and
optimised site installation. All components
are clearly labelled and loaded into
transport racks in a logical sequence
and supplied with everything down to
the last nut and bolt, making it easier for
you. Pre-punched holes provide hold
down locations, service holes and bolt
attachments so minimal drilling is required.
Whether you use our accredited installation
teams or your own, unloading is efficient
and assembly onsite is seamless and fast.
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Contact Monarch
22 Magnesium Street
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